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  Mastering the Nikon D7100 by Darrell Young provides a
wealth of experience-based information and insights for
owners of the new D7100 camera. Darrell is determined to
help the user navigate past the confusion that often comes
with complex and powerful professional camera equipment.
This book explores the features and capabilities of the
camera in a way that far surpasses the user's manual. It
guides readers through the camera features with step-by-
step setting adjustments; color illustrations; and detailed
how, when, and why explanations for each option. Every
button, dial, switch, and menu configuration setting is
explored in a user-friendly manner, with suggestions for
setup according to various shooting styles. Darrell's
friendly and informative writing style allows readers to
easily follow directions, while feeling as if a friend dropped
in to share his knowledge. The learning experience for new



D7100 users goes beyond just the camera itself and covers
basic photography technique. The unique compendium
teaches beginners how to perform nonlinear finite element
(FE) analysis by following a series of step-by-step examples
and basic programming method using OpenSees. The scope
of the book includes nonlinear FE analyses of reinforced
concrete frame shear wall structures, liquefiable soils, soil-
structure interaction systems, fluid-solid coupling systems,
high-speed railway systems, as well as introduces the
sensitivity, reliability, optimization, peridynamic (PD)
analysis, and the integration of OpenSees with other
softwares. This must-have reference also teaches users how
to program by adding simple material and element models,
as well as PD algorithms in OpenSees. Safe, efficient, code-
compliant electrical installations are made simple with the
latest publication of this widely popular resource. Like its
highly successful previous editions, the National Electrical
Code? 2011 LOOSE LEAF combines solid, thorough,
research-based content with the tools you need to build an
in-depth understanding of the most important topics. It
provides the full text of the updated Code regulations
alongside expert commentary from code specialists,
offering code rationale, clarifications for new and updated
rules, and practical, real-world advice on how to apply the
code. And in a loose-leaf format, it's easy to customize your
experience with the Code by adding job- and situation-
specific materials. New to the 2011 edition are articles
including first-time Article 399 on October, Overhead
Conductors with over 600 volts, first-time Article 694 on
Small Wind Electric Systems, first-time Article 840 on
Premises Powered Broadband Communications Systems,
and more. This winning combination has created a valuable
reference for those in or entering careers in electrical
design, installation, inspection, and safety. Mastering the
Nikon D800 by Darrell Young provides a wealth of
experience-based information and insights for owners of
the new D800 camera. Darrell is determined to help the



user navigate past the confusion that often comes with
complex and powerful professional camera equipment. This
book explores the features and capabilities of the camera
in a way that far surpasses the user's manual. It guides
readers through the camera features with step-by-step
setting adjustments; color illustrations; and detailed how,
when, and why explanations for each option. Every button,
dial, switch, and menu configuration setting is explored in
a user-friendly manner, with suggestions for setup
according to various shooting styles. Darrell's friendly and
informative writing style allows readers to easily follow
directions, while feeling as if a friend dropped in to share
his knowledge. The learning experience for new D800 users
goes beyond just the camera itself and covers basic
photography technique. BUPERS 1610.1B Arguing for life,
moral and values education as a bedrock for the original
goals of school education, this monograph explores how
life and values education is conceptualised and imparted in
Greater China. Under a globalized, transnational, and
technological world, where there has been an increase in
people’s mobility, in information and cultural exchanges,
there is also a growing emphasis on personal and
professional ethics. Against this context, life, moral and
values education has gained attention for its impact on
shaping students' characters as future citizens. However,
the cultivation of these values is made deeply diversified
and complex by varying interpretations of "life education"
and "values education" across societies, given that
different societies are influenced by different socio-
cultural traditions, educational ideologies and religious
beliefs. The means and approaches towards life education
also vary vastly from formal school subjects, school-based
programmes as well as teachers and peers’ role modelling,
community services, extra-curricular activities, school
discipline, charity work, pastoral care, and school ethos.
Recognising this inherent diversity and complexity in the
approach to and the dissemination of life education, the



contributors to this volume survey the practice of life
education in Greater China so far, suggesting that life
education is most effective when it is "diversified, dynamic
and developmental across contexts". This book will provide
the opportunity for engaging in important and serious
debates about the future and the values that will underpin
it and will prove of special interest to scholars and
practitioners working on education policies curriculum
development and teacher education in Greater China. In
recent years there has been a marked increase in funding
andemployment in river restoration. Methods in Fluvial
Geomorphologyprovides an integrated approach to the
interdisciplinary nature ofthe subject and offers guidance
for researchers and professionalson the tools available to
answer questions on river management onvery difference
scales. * Each chapter is organised to cover everything
from generalconcepts to specific techniques * Topics
covered include evolution of methods, guiding concepts,
aframework for deciding when to apply specific tools,
advantages andlimitation of the tools, sources of data,
equipment and suppliesneeded, and a summary table *
Provides the professional with a useful handbook covering
alltools used in fluvial geomorphology * Also provides
valuable information on the advantages andlimitations of
the tools * All chapters include case studies to give
examples of theapplications of the tools discussed This self-
instructional manual on the interpretation and use of
epidemiologic data deals with the basic concepts and skills
needed for the appraisal of published reports or one's own
findings. Applications in clinical medicine, public health,
community medicine, and research are all taken into
consideration. Making Sense of Data is designed as a
workbook of short exercises and instructional self-tests
that introduce fundamental approaches and procedures in
data interpretation and develop competency in working
with epidemiologic tools. Basic concepts are presented in
the first section, which also demonstrates the step-by-step



assessment of data. The next section discusses rates and
other simple measures, and the third shows how to judge
their accuracy. Section IV and V deal with more complex
issues of associations between variables and the appraisal
of cause-effect relationships. Section VI deals with meta-
analysis (the critical review and integration of the findings
from separate studies) and section VII with the questions
to be asked before deciding to apply study results in
practice. Numerous changes have been made in this
edition, including the addition of a section on the practical
application of epidemiological findings, discussions of new
topics (Cox proportional hazards regression, qualitative
studies, ROC curves), and fresh examples. This report
describes modifications to the TSC MOD-04 highway traffic
noise prediction program to extend the scope of problem
formulation. The FHWA Level 2 Highway Traffic Noise
Prediction Model features: Revised Vehicle Reference
Noise Emission Levels; Specification of Site-Specific
(Excess) Attenuation; English/Metric and Metric/English
Conversion of engineering units for both input and output
data; Common Input Data Format with TSC MOD-04 model,
and User Options to Improve Operating Efficiency. The
report describes problem formulation, input data
requirements, output error messages, examples of usage,
and computer program documentation. This book presents
a new paradigm of software testing by emphasizing the role
of critical thinking, system thinking and rationality as the
most important skills for the tester. It thus approaches
software testing from a different perspective than in past
literature, as the vast majority of books describe testing in
the context of specific tools, automation, documentation,
particular test design techniques or test management. In
addition, the book proposes a novel meta-approach for
designing effective test strategies, which is based on recent
advances in psychology, economics, system sciences and
logic. Chapter 1 starts by introducing the fundamental
ideas underlying software testing. Chapter 2 then describes



meta-strategies in software testing, i.e. general approaches
that can be adapted to many different situations that a
software tester encounters. Next, Chapter 3 presents the
concept of Thinking-Driven Testing (TDT). This approach
utilizes the concepts discussed in the two previous
chapters and introduces the main ideas that underlie a
reasonable and optimal approach to software testing.
Chapter 4 builds on this basis and proposes a specific
approach to testing, called TQED, that makes it possible to
increase creativity in the context of delivering effective,
optimal test ideas. Chapter 5 provides an overview of
different types of testing techniques in order to understand
the fundamental concepts of test design, while Chapter 6
details various pitfalls a tester may encounter and that can
originate from a wide range of testing process areas.
Lastly, Chapter 7 puts all this into practice, as it contains
several exercises that will help testers develop a number of
crucial skills: logical thinking and reasoning, thinking out
of the box, creativity, counting and estimating, and
analytical thinking. By promoting critical, rational and
creative thinking, this book invites readers to re-examine
common assumptions regarding software testing and
shows them how to become professional testers who bring
added value to their company. This handbook implements
AFPD 36-22, Air Force Military Training. Information in
this handbook is primarily from Air Force publications and
contains a compilation of policies, procedures, and
standards that guide Airmen's actions within the
Profession of Arms. This handbook applies to the Regular
Air Force, Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard. This
handbook contains the basic information Airmen need to
understand the professionalism required within the
Profession of Arms. Attachment 1 contains references and
supporting information used in this publication. This
handbook is the sole source reference for the development
of study guides to support the enlisted promotion system.
Enlisted Airmen will use these study guide to prepare for



their Promotion Fitness Examination (PFE) or United
States Air Force Supervisory Examination (USAFSE).  
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